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The present paper addresses the equity issue among the secondary users in a cognitive
radio network. After using a multi scheduler algorithm and a fairness metric namely
Jain’s Equity Index; we enhance the equity between the secondary users’ transfer rates
by 0.64 in average, relative to a previous work.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a cognitive radio network (CRN) [1], the primary users (PUs) have priority to use the spectra,
without privatization; while the secondary users (SUs), wait the cessation of activities of some PUs, for trans-
mitting data. The design of CRN executes four functions, by using one of four techniques, in the aims to reach
at some objectives. These functions are called in the following order [2, 3, 4]: spectrum sensing, spectrum
management, spectrum mobility and spectrum sharing [5, 6, 7]. The Auctions, Game theory, Markovian queu-
ing model and Multi-agent systems (MAS) represent the famous used techniques for modeling a CRN [8, 9],
all to achieve some objectives, characterizing the performance of a CRN. These aims are expressed in terms
of some quantities to maximize [10, 11, 12], such as: the equity, transfer rate and the spectrum use. These
requirements are also expressed in terms of other quantities to minimize, like: the energy consumption [13],
to extend the lifetime of electrical devices; the interference [14, 15], to enhance the quality and quantity of
transmission [8, 9]. The Figure 1 illustrates altogether the CRN functions, techniques, and objectives.
The SUs’ packet transmission phase begins as soon as some channels are released by the PUs. Each of
these SUs seeks to be the first to transmit. As a result, conflicts are created and the network can be blocked, as
well as no licensed user will be able to send their data. In front of this situation, the installation of a scheduler
becomes essential, to manage the channel allocation for different SUs, based on performance criteria whose
the equity represents an important component.
This scheduler must take into consideration the way of packet transmission and the properties of the
used equity metric. The way is explicit by the distribution of SUs on the free channels according to the time
slots, and the properties of the metric are four: population and Scale independence, boundedness as well as
Continuity. The authors of [6, 13] addressed the equity issues, based on a metric measurement. In the two
works, the above properties are not mentioned as well as the way of the packet forwarding was not clarified.
In [5], the authors studied the equity by using the JEI as a metric, which satisfied the four properties, but
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they did not make a comparison with another work also they treated the groups of SUs rather than the SUs
themselves. In [7, 16], the authors used one channel transmission. In [7], the standard deviation is adopted
as metric, which not satisfies the above four properties. In [16], the single channel transmission decreases the
equity, despite the consideration of the JEI as a metric. In our present work, we take advantage of the benefits
of these works, and we improve them to remove their limitations. Explicitly, on one hand, we implement the
multi scheduler algorithm in a multi channel network, to produce the scheduling chain. On the other hand, we
use JEI as a metric, since it satisfies the four properties. As a result, we improve equity by an average of 0.64
for previous work.
Figure 1. The functions, objectives and techniques of CRN
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses some related works and our contri-
butions. Section 3 exposes our approach. We present the experimental results in section 4, and we conclude in
section 5.
2. SCHEDULING AND EQUITY CONCEPT: A LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Scheduling
The SUs and their packets appear randomly on the CRN. They require the installation of a sched-
uler, able to managing this flow. This scheduler can be implemented in software or hardware platform.
It targets multiple purposes, depending on the priorities and constraints. For example: the priorities can be
expressed by the maximization of throughput or equity, while the constraints can be represented by the network
infrastructure and architecture. Several previous works treated the throughput maximization problem [11, 17].
Based on constant input and output rates of queues [11], the authors exposed an opportunistic scheduler to
enhance the SUs’ transmission rates. By referring to the first-difference filter clustering and correlation based
PU modeling [17], the authors exposed a QoS-based spectrum coordinator for the CR user cohabitation in or-
der to achieve high throughput and fairness. In addition, the equity criterion between the SUs’ transfer rates
attracted much attention of researchers [13, 18, 5, 7]. So, by taking into account: the current and prior history
of user experience, as well as the respect of QoS [13], the authors proposed a fairness approach, by using the
JEI. Their aims are to determine the optimal power and rate distribution choices for each SU, while maintaining
the fairness across all SUs. In other equity study [18], the authors presented a resource allocation algorithm, in
order to maximize the fairness. They used a proportional fairness constraint, to assure that each SU can achieve
a required data rate, with QOS guarantees.
Certainly, the adopted architecture affects the network performance. In this regard, we can distin-
guish between two major architectures: distributed [19, 20, 21] and centralized [22, 7, 5, 19]. Both architec-
tures are considered in [19]. The authors proposed an incentive-aware spectrum sharing scheme, for taking in
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the advantages of these two architectures, and overcoming their weaknesses. The distributed aspect requires
no central control entities, which can independently be implemented within a distributed spectrum market.
By cons, the centralized aspect assigns the socially optimal contracts for all PUs and SUs, for attaining the eco-
nomic robustness. In [20], the authors proposed a distributed clustering algorithm based on the soft-constraint
affinity propagation message passing model (DCSCAP). So, without depending on predefined common control
channel (CCC), DCSCAP relies on the distributed message passing among the SUs, through their available
channels, for applying the algorithm on large scale of networks. In a centralized architecture, the authors
of [22] proposed a hybrid spectrum sensing method, after creating one of the most trusted spectrums sensing
mechanism. The suggested model showed an improvement after comparison with various spectrum sensing
methodologies.
Figure 2. The operating of the mono-scheduler and multi-scheduler algorithms
2.2. Principles of the mono and multi scheduler algorithms
In [7], the authors implemented a first algorithm, namely mono-scheduler, to assign the only free
channel to different SUs. This algorithm produced a Scheduling String (SS) and used the standard deviation as
a metric for evaluating the fairness among the groups of SUs. Its complexity is of order 2, in terms of the total
number of packets. The same authors proposed in [5] another algorithm, as an extension of the first, namely
multi-scheduler, with a complexity of order 3. This second version improved the mono-scheduler in terms of
the number of the free used channels. In the same paper, they used the SS, the States matrix noted S, and the
JEI to affect the free channels to the SUs, based on the equity measure, between the groups of SUs. Both [5, 7],
considered the fairness among the groups of SUs, but not between the SUs themselves.
Because of the importance of these two algorithms, i.e. mono-scheduler and multi-scheduler, in the
present work; we propose to explain the operating principles. To do this, we consider an example of CRN
containing:
(i) Two groups of SUs: G1 and G2, such as: G1 has two SUs: SU11 and SU12, each one has three packets;
while G2 has four SUs: SU21, SU22, SU23 and SU24; with two packets for each one as shown in Figure
2;
(ii) Eight for both: number of PUs and that of channels;
After the application of the mono-scheduler algorithm, we obtained: SS = (G1, 1)(G2, 1)(G1, 2)(G2, 1). The
first component (G1, 1) of SS signifies that G1 transmits one line of packets. This line contains two packets,
because G1 has two SUs. The second component(G2, 1) indicates that after the transmission of the first line of
G1, G2 transmits one line, which contains four packets, since G2 has four SUs, and so on. On the other hand,
the application of the multi-scheduler algorithm took two arguments: SS and S. This last indicates the state
of each channel, during each time slot. To simplify the study, we considered that, the channels have the same
capacity. In this case, we were interested only, in the number of the free channels during each time slot, while
all channels operated in the same manner. Therefore, S becomes a row vector, containing in each component,
the number of the free channels, during a given time slot. Then, for the example illustrated in Figure 2, we can
write: S = (3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 5)T . After applying the multi-scheduler algorithm for such example, we could
distribute the packets, on the free channels, as shown in Figure 2.
In [16], the authors treated the fairness between the transfer rates of SUs, rather than that between the transfer
rates of groups [5, 7]. They are two Contributions of the present paper:
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(i) Application of the multi-scheduler algorithm [5], for treating the SUs’ transfer rates rather than that of
groups.
(ii) Enhancement of the SUs’ fairness by 0.65, relative to [16].
2.3. Equity concept
In this work, we are interested in calculating the equity between the transfer rates of the SUs, after the
application of a scheduler algorithm. In the literature, several works have treated the fairness computation, i.e.
fairness metric, among the components of a vector. These works have also studied the properties of this metric.
Let x = (x1, ., xi, ., xn)T be a vector in Rn+, with homogeneous components in terms of measurement unit.
In [23], the authors distinguished between four properties of the fairness metric: P1, P2, P3 and P4.
P1: Population size independence: The index should be applicable to any number of components of x, finite
or infinite.
P2: Scale and metric independence: The metric should be independent of the scale of all components.
P3: Boundedness: The index should be bounded by two finite values.
P4: Continuity: Any slight change in this metric value, should show a change of at least one component value.















A value of JEI(x) close to 1 expresses that most of x components are close to their average. By
cons, if they are dispersed around their average, JEI(x) will be close to 0.
3. MODELING THE EQUITY
They are many parameters, which define the modeling of equity. Before beginning this formulation,
we prefer to expose these parameters in Table 2.
Table 1. Symbols and Their Meanings
Symbols Meanings
m, n Number of PUs or channels, and number of current SUs, resp.
MaxSUs, qj , MaxPack Max number of SUs, size queue of SUj , Max number of packets in a queue, resp.
P, Q, e Vector containing the size queue of each SU, vector defined based on P, size of Q, resp.
gj , G, Sif Number of SUs in group Gj , vector of all gj , state of channel i during time slot f, resp.
uf , u, s Number of free channels during time slot f, vector of all values of uf , size of u, resp.
QGi, ti, ri Number of packets of Gi, time for sending all packets of Gi, transfer rate of Gi, resp.
tij , r∗ij Time spent to transmit all packets of SUij , transfer rate of SUij , resp.
P = (q1, ., qj , ., qn)
T (1)
We note that during a time fraction, a SU may send one packet or not. We organize the SUs by groups [7],
according to the number of packets; such as, a given group, contains all SUs who have the same number of
packets. To do this, we define a new vector Q based on vector P:
Q = (q1, ., qj , ., qe)
T , qi 6= qj ,∀(i 6= j, j) ∈ {1, ., e}2 , (e ≤ n), G = (g1, ., gj , ., ge)T (2)
We have m channels, and during each time slot, we can find a certain number of free channels. Like that, the
state of the CRN is defined by the states of all channels. These states are organized in the matrix S:
Sif =

1 if channel i is free,
during time slot f;
0 if not.
(3)
The number of free channels during a time slot is stored in vector: u = (u1, ., uf , ., us)T
(4)
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During the time slot f, we have uf free channels: uf =
m∑
i=1
Sif , f ∈ {1, ., s}
(5)
The total number of packets of the group Gi in noted QGi. It is obtained by summing the number of packets
of all
SUs form group Gi. By using (2), we can write: QGi = qi×gi
(6)
To calculate the transfer rates of groups and those of SUs, we must know the necessary number of passing time
slots, for sending all packets.
Let ti and ri be the necessary number of passing time slots for sending all packets and the transfer rate of Gi,
resp.
ri = QGi × t−1i = (qi × gi)× t−1i (7)
Let SUij be the jth SU of Gi. We consider that SUij needs tij time slots, for sending all his packets. So, the
transfer rate r∗ij of SUij , will be given by:
r∗ij = qi × t−1ij (8)
Since SUij is a member of Gi. Then, this last completes the transmission of his packets, only after the trans-
mission of all packets of his SUs. Thus, we have the following inequality:
ti − (gi − 1) ≤ tij ≤ ti, ∀j ∈ {1, ., gi} (9)
Let r and r∗ be the vectors containing all transfer rates, of all groups and SUs, respectively.
r = (r1, ., ri, ., re)
T , r∗ = (r∗11, ., r
∗






































































We consider four scenarios, containing two, three, four and five groups of SUs, respectively. After,
we apply the mono and multi-scheduler algorithms. As a result, we deduct the JEI of the users’ rates, which
are exposed in Figures 3 and 4.
In all the Figures, we can easily notice that the equities obtained by using our model are very important
compared to those of the model [16]. On average, this difference reaches 0.64, which is explained by the parallel
transmission of several packets via several channels in our model. As a result, the users’ transfer rates are very
close and the equities are very important. By cons, the model of [16] used a single transmission channel,
therefore, the standard deviation of the users’ transfer rates is very important; then, the equities are very low.
Figure 3. Groups’ equities, obtained by using the two models
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Figure 4. SUs’ equities, obtained by using the two models
5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have improved the equity of a previous work, by using a new model. The performance
improvement can be explained by the increase of the number of used channels processed by the multi scheduler
algorithm. Without forgetting the importance of the monoscheduler, which resides in the establishment of the
scheduling chain.
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